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Abstract
In this paper, we present an implementation on an SIMD parallel processor of an object tracker based on a color-based particle
filter. The main focus of our work is on the parallel computation of
the particle weights, which is the major bottleneck in standard implementations of the color-based particle filter since it requires the
knowledge of the histograms of the regions surrounding each hypothesized target position. In addition to that, we also show that the
remaining steps of the particle filter can be efficiently implemented
on an SIMD processor. We have implemented the algorithm in a
low-power SIMD-based smart camera, and the experiments show
that it performs robust tracking at 30 fps.
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Introduction

As the demand for low-power, portable, networked, and mobile computing devices continues to increase, it is natural that the
services provided by such devices grow in number and in complexity. However, due to power consumption constraints, the operating speed of these devices is bound to be much lower than that of
standard desktop computers. To support these new, more complex
applications, running in lower clock speed processors, alternative
processing architectures are being employed. Since these architectures are fundamentally different from that of the general purpose
processors, it is often the case that existing algorithms need to be
redesigned in order to be implemented in these systems.
In the specific case of vision systems, object tracking is a
building block for a number of applications. As a consequence,
many successful approaches have been devised for visual tracking. One such successful approach is the color-based particle filter, which has been employed over the past decade by many research groups to track non-rigid objects based on their color histograms [4, 15, 16, 17]. In this approach, a reference histogram of
the target is initially provided to the tracker which then searches
each subsequent frame for the most likely new location of the target using Bayesian estimation. The results obtained so far by these
researchers show that the method is suitable for tracking non-rigid
objects since the color histogram is relatively independent of the
target deformation and is robust to occlusion and to variations in
the color of the background [15, 17].

However, the particle filter is computationally expensive and,
therefore, is not suitable for the current generation of wireless smart
cameras based on low-power general purpose microcontrollers (e.g.
the Cyclops camera [19]). On the other hand, the algorithm lends
itself to effective parallel implementation. Therefore, by devising a
parallel implementation of the color-based particle filter, it is possible to achieve robust real-time object tracking on low-power smart
cameras based on an SIMD processor such as the WiCa camera [8].
This paper is an extension of our previous work [14] where
we proposed a method for the parallel computation of the particle weights in the color-based particle filter in an SIMD processor.
Here we show that not only is it possible to compute the particle
weights in parallel, but it is also possible to achieve an efficient implementation of the remaining steps of the algorithm that are not immediately parallelizable. These steps include weight normalization,
estimation of the target position, and resampling. Furthermore, we
have successfully implemented the algorithm in the WiCa SIMDbased smart camera, and the experimental results show that the algorithm is capable of performing robust real-time tracking. In this
paper, we assume the reader is familiar with the basic concepts of
the particle filter as well as its usual color-based implementation for
object tracking. For introductions to the particle filter, we refer the
reader to [1, 14]. The color-based particle filter for object tracking
is described in [14, 15, 17].
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we present
some of the works on color-based particle filters and on methods to
implement the general particle filter in parallel. Section 3 presents
our proposed parallel implementation of the algorithm. In section
4, we present experimental results obtained using an SIMD-based
smart camera. Finally, section 5 concludes the paper.

2

Related Work

The particle filter was introduced to the computer vision community by Isard and Blake in their seminal work [6] in which they
presented the CONDENSATION algorithm, which tracks objects
based on their contours. The idea of tracking objects based on
their color histograms using the particle filter was suggested by
Nummiaro et al. [15] and by Pérez et al. [17] around the same
time. In spite of a few minor differences, both works present essentially the same algorithm wherein the measurement likelihood is
based on the Bhattacharyya distance between the current color histograms and the reference color histogram, and the target dynamics
are represented by a constant velocity model perturbed by Gaussian
noise. Both works present different strategies for initializing the filter. Pérez et al. also presents some extensions such as tracking
objects using multiple histograms and introducing a model of the
background into the tracker. The general form of the color-based
particle filter presented by these works is widely accepted today.

Currently, the use of the color-based particle filter is widespread
and a comprehensive survey is beyond the scope of this work.
Nonetheless, it is important to mention that an embedded implementation of the color-based particle filter has already been presented in [5], but their work does not consider parallel implementation issues.
Regarding parallel computation of the particle filter, many
works have shown that the particle filter is immediately parallelizable since there are no data dependencies among particles. That is
the case indeed for most steps of the particle filter except for resampling. Therefore, most of the works on parallel particle filters focus
on designing a resampling step suitable for parallel implementation.
In [12], for example, the authors showed how each of the building blocks of a particle filter, including many known resampling
techniques, can be implemented in a fine-grained parallel architecture in which each processing element is responsible for processing
one particle.
Bolic et al. [2, 3] presented techniques to improve the resampling step. After showing that a particle filter with K particles
can be computed in an SIMD machine with M processing units in
K/M + L steps, where L is the latency for the first particle to be
available, they presented different parallel resampling methods and
proposed architectures for effective implementation of these methods.
Sutharsan et al. [20] proposed an SIMD particle filter for
multi-target tracking. Their system uses a distributed resampling
method which requires exchange of fewer particles among processors. Considering the communication overhead of transmitting particles among processors, they devised an algorithm that minimizes
the computation time by balancing the load (i.e., the number of particles) processed by each processing element.
The main objective of most of the aforementioned works is to
parallelize the resampling step. However, for a moderate number
of particles, resampling itself is not computationally expensive [2].
The main focus of our work is, therefore, on the computation of the
particle weights for the specific case of color-based particle filters.
This step is the major bottleneck in the implementation of the filter
since it requires the computation of the histograms of the regions
surrounding each hypothesized target position.

3

Parallel Implementation of the Particle Filter

It has been reported that the bottleneck in the implementation
of the color-based particle filter is the computation of the M color
distributions at each step of the algorithm [17]. This bottleneck
is due to the fact that, in a general purpose processor, each of the
M histograms has to be computed sequentially. In this paper, we
show that, as long as the processor architecture allows for efficient
access to external memory, it is possible to compute the histograms
in parallel.

3.1

Hardware Architecture

We propose an algorithm for an SIMD linear processor array
such as the Xetal family of SIMD processors [7]. The architecture is composed of a linear processor array (LPA) of P processing
elements, each consisting of an arithmetic logic unit and a small
amount of memory. Each processing element has direct read and
write access to the memory of its two nearest neighbors. The line
memory, that is the overall memory of the PEs, can be directly accessed by a digital input processor and by a digital output processor.
The digital input processor is responsible for parallelizing the data
received from the image sensor or from the external memory and for
storing them in the buffer. The digital output processor reads data
from the line memory and serializes them to be stored in the external memory. The digital I/O processors can operate independently
of the processing elements so that, while the processing elements
are performing computations on the data, the digital I/O processors
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Figure 2. Organization of the particle regions in the line memory.
may store previously processed data or fetch new data from the image sensor or from the external memory. A global control processor
(GCP) is responsible for controlling the operation of the LPA and
is also able to carry out global DSP operations. This architecture is
illustrated in Figure 1.

3.2

Parallel Histogram Computation

Suppose we want to compute the histogram of a rectangular image region R(x) of dimensions rx × ry , that is:
R(x) = R(x, y) = {(u, v) : x ≤ u ≤ x + rx , y ≤ v ≤ y + ry } (1)
One straightforward approach to compute the histogram of region
R(x) would be to employ integral histograms [18]. The main drawback of this approach, however, is that we need to store one histogram per pixel. Since each histogram consists of a relatively large
data structure, the memory requirements of integral histograms are
generally too high for embedded systems.
In our approach, we compute the histograms of M image regions
in parallel. To do so, we first store the image in the external memory so that its pixels can be randomly accessed by the digital I/O
processors and, consequently, by the PEs. Once the PEs have random access to the image pixels, it is possible to read them back into
the line memory of the LPA reorganized side-by-side, as illustrated
in Figure 2, so that they can be later processed in parallel. To read
the pixels from the external memory, each processing element has
to know the initial coordinates, xi and yi , and the dimensions, rx and
ry , of the region Ri .
In practice, not all the pixel information has to be stored in the
external memory. Since the pixels are used only for the computation of the histograms of each region, we only need to store the
bin number corresponding to the given pixel in the external memory. Using that approach, only log2 m bits are required to store each
pixel, where m is the number of histogram bins.
As the image regions are read, line-by-line, into the line memory, they can be processed in parallel using an approach somewhat
similar to that used in [9, 10], which is illustrated in Figure 3. During the first ry iterations, the histograms for each column of the
regions are computed. After the column histograms are computed,
we need rx steps to compute the total histograms of each image region. This is done by sequentially adding the histogram of a given
column to that of its immediate neighbor.
The procedure to compute the histograms in parallel is illustrated in Algorithm 1. The algorithm runs in parallel in each processing element i. Using this procedure, it is possible to compute
the histograms of all the image regions in O(rx + ry ) steps. The
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Figure 3. Parallel computation of the histograms.
Algorithm 1 Computing the histograms in parallel.
For j = 0 To ry
read position (xi + i mod rx , yi + j) from the external memory
into the line memory
update the column histogram and store it in the line memory
End For
For k = 0 To rx
If (i mod rx ) = k
add the current column histogram to the histogram of the
right neighbor
End If
End For
main bottleneck in this procedure is reading the data from the external memory. Since the external memory has to be read sequentially, we need O(nx ) operations to read each line of data, where nx
is the number of elements in one row of the line memory (which is
the same as the number of processing elements since the line memory is basically the memory within the processing elements). This
problem can be mitigated if the external memory can be accessed in
a pipelined manner. That is, if we allow the digital I/O processors
responsible for reading the external memory to read an entire line
and store it in a temporary buffer while the linear processor array
processes the previous line.
Depending on the size of each line of the line memory and the
number of regions to be stored, it may be the case that the line memory cannot store all the image regions side-by-side, i.e., nx < M ×rx .
In that case, it is possible to store the elements in an array as sugx
gested in [14]. Using this arrangement, M×r
nx extra steps are necessary to compute the histograms of all the regions. However, when
the total width of the tracked regions M × rx is much larger than
the number of processing elements nx , the number of extra steps required to compute the histograms may not be negligible. If the total
time required for computing the histograms of the image regions
in parallel exceeds the time required to compute the histogram of
nx ry
x
each region, that is, if M×r
nx (rx + ry ) > rx ry , or M > (rx +ry ) , then
it is more efficient to organize the regions as columns in the line
memory. In that case, each PE is responsible for computing the
histogram of one region so that up to nx histograms can be computed in parallel. This approach is illustrated in Figure 4. In that
case, the algorithm for computing the region histograms is given by
Algorithm 2.

3.3

Parallel Weight Computation

Since there are no data dependencies among the particles during
the computation of the likelihoods, after the histogram distributions
are computed, each likelihood can be computed in parallel as long
as the processing elements have access to the common reference
histogram. After the likelihoods are computed, the (unnormalized)
weights can also be computed in parallel. Since each PE has access
to its immediate neighbors, weight normalization can be carried out
by left (or right) shifting the weights and accumulating the total
weight over all elements. The total weight can then be used by
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Figure 4. Organization of the particle regions into columns in
the line memory.
Algorithm 2 Computing the histograms in parallel for a large number of particles.
For j = 0 To ry
For k = 0 To rx
read position (xi + k, yi + j) from the external memory into
the line memory
update the histogram and store it in the line memory
End For
End For
the GCP to compute a global scale factor which is then multiplied
by all the weights in parallel. Regardless of the approach used to
compute the histograms, weight normalization can be accomplished
in at most O(nx ) steps.

3.4

Resampling

As we already mentioned, resampling cannot, in general, be implemented in parallel due to data dependencies among the particles
during this step of the algorithm. However, for a moderate number
of particles, resampling is not computationally expensive. In particular, given the normalized weights, the replication factors ri can
be computed over a single iteration over the particles in most resampling algorithms such as Systematic Resampling and Residual
Resampling [11]. Given the replication factors, the particles can be
sequentially replicated in O(nx ) steps by using the direct memory
access among neighboring PEs.

3.5

Pipelined Implementation

In a straightforward implementation, two frame intervals would
be necessary to estimate the target position since the pixel information of an entire frame must be stored in the external memory
before it can be reorganized in the line memory. That is, during the
first frame interval, the pixel information needs to be stored in the
external memory. Then, during the second frame interval, the pixel
information of the regions surrounding each particle is loaded into
the line memory of the LPA as described in Section 3.2 in order to
allow the parallel computation of the particle weights.
In our system, we use only half of the image resolution (i.e.,
only the odd video lines of an image) so that two half images can
be processed in a single frame interval. To do so, during the odd
video line intervals, we store the corresponding pixel information
in an external memory space allocated for the current frame. Then,
during the even video line intervals, we read the pixel information
of the regions surrounding each particle from a different external
memory space corresponding to the previous frame. As the pixel
information of the previous frame is read into the line memory, it is
reorganized as described in Section 3.2 so that the particle weights
can be computed in parallel and the target position can be estimated.
As a result, after one frame of latency, the filter provides one estimate of the target position at every frame, achieving a frame rate of
30 fps.

4

Experimental Results

We implemented our algorithm on the WiCa smart camera [8].
The WiCa basically consists of four main components, one VGA

color image sensor, one IC3D/Xetal SIMD processor, one general purpose processor, and a Dual Port RAM (DPRAM) which is
shared between the SIMD processor and the general purpose processor. The IC3D/Xetal SIMD processor consists of a linear processor array (LPA) with 320 RISC processors, one digital input processor, one digital output processor, and one global control processor (GCP). Each processor in the LPA is endowed with 64 words
(10 bits wide) of memory and can directly access the memory of
its immediate neighbors. Data is streamed into the LPA memory by
the digital input processor and out of the LPA memory by the digital
output processor. The GCP, in addition to controlling the operation
of the LPA, is also capable of performing global DSP operations.
All the steps of the particle filter were implemented in the SIMD
processor, and the general purpose processor was not used except
for debug purposes.
In our current implementation, the target is tracked on images
of resolution of 256 × 240 pixels, which are obtained by downsampling the VGA frames provided by the image sensor. The measurements are based on the hue histogram of the target. Due to memory
constraints, 40-bin histograms were used. Each tracked region consists of a rectangular area of 15 × 15 pixels. The distribution of
the target state is approximated by 240 particles. Since we are employing a large number of particles, the histograms are organized
into columns in the memory (as described in Section 3.2), so that
each PE is responsible for one particle. To efficiently use the I/O
capabilities of the platform, only the rightmost 240 PEs are used
in the computations. The remaining 80 PEs could be used (e.g.,
to keep track of more particles) at the cost of a more complex I/O
management strategy.
The WiCa architecture provides access to up to 640 elements
to/from the external memory at each video line interval. However,
for simplicity of implementation, we only read 240 elements (one
pixel per particle) from the external memory at each video line interval. Since the image sensor provides VGA frames, we have 480
video line intervals to access the external memory. However, half
of these line intervals are used for storing the hue values of the pixels of the current frame into the external memory, hence, we have
240 remaining line intervals for reading the reorganized tracked regions into the line memory. Therefore, in our current implementation, one iteration of histogram computation is carried out at each
even video line interval. It is possible to increase this by a factor
of 640/240 = 2.67 at the cost of a more complex I/O management
strategy.
As the pixels are loaded into the line memory, the histograms
of each particle region are computed in parallel. After the histograms are computed, the Bhattacharyya distances between each
of the 240 histograms and the reference histogram are computed
in parallel. The observation likelihoods and unnormalized particle
weights are also computed in parallel based on the Bhattacharyya
distances. Since each PE in the LPA has single-cycle read and write
access to the memory of its immediate neighbors, weight normalization as described in Section 3.3 can be carried out efficiently.
The target state xt = [xt , yt ]T consists of the current pixel coordinates of the target, and its dynamic behavior is modeled by a first
order autoregressive process, that is:
xt+1 = Axt + Bxt−1 + n
(2)
where xt is the target state at time t, A and B are the process parameter matrices and n ∼ N(0, σ) is the process noise. The estimated target position is given by the weighted average of the particles. This step can be implemented efficiently using two additional
shift/accumulate steps similar to that used to normalize the particle
weights, one for the x coordinate and another one for the y coordinate of the target.
At every iteration of the filter, we perform a simplified residual resampling step. The replication factors are given by ri =

Conversion to HSV
256 × 12.4µs
Histogram computation
225 × 2.4µs
Particle prediction
7.2µs
Bhattacharyya distances
79.6µs
Likelihoods
3.6µs
Weight normalization
31.9µs/5.2µs
Weighted average of the particles 2 × 40.9µs/4.9µs
Resampling
102µs
Total
4ms
Table 1. Processing times.
Target state (current and previous)
4
Particle weights
1
Histograms
40
Video line buffers
3
Temporary variables
14
Total
62
Table 2. Line memory usage.
bM × wi c + ni , where ni = M−∑ bM × wi c if wi = max(wi ) and 0
i

otherwise. Given the normalized weights, the replication factors
can be computed in parallel. Then the particles are replicated sequentially by shifting each particle i ri times into its neighbors using
the direct access to the immediate neighbors.
Table 1 shows the time required for each processing step of the
algorithm. As we already mentioned, only the first step of the algorithm, i.e., conversion to HSV color space, is carried out during
the odd video line intervals. As we can see in the table, this step
takes 12.4µs per image line. Since one image line period is approximately 69.5µs, during the odd video line intervals, the LPA is busy
approximately 17% of the time.
Since we choose to organize the particle regions as columns in
the line memory, during the even video lines, every step of the algorithm is computed in parallel for all the particles. Histogram computation, the first step of the algorithm executed during the even
video lines, requires nx × ny iterations of 2.4µs. In our implementation, nx = ny = 15, and, since one element per PE is read into the
line memory at each video line interval, 225 video lines are required
for computing the histograms. The total processing time required
for histogram computation is 225 × 2.4µs = 540µs.
Particle prediction using Eq. (2), which requires the generation
of two Gaussian random numbers, takes 7.2µs for both the x and y
coordinates of all of the 240 particles. Since weight normalization
as described in Section 3.3 requires the use of iterative routines for
integer division, the computation time is data-dependent. Table 1
shows the average computation time and the standard deviation over
20 iterations of the algorithm while tracking a target. The same
thing happens with the computation of the weighted average of the
particles. Since the resampling factors are computed during weight
normalization, the resampling time shown in the table corresponds
to the time to copy the replicated particles to their corresponding
PEs. The total computation time during one frame is approximately
4ms, or 12% of one frame interval.
Table 2 shows the line memory usage of the algorithm. As we
can see, more than 64% of the line memory is used to store the
histograms. Excluding the 3 line memories used for storing the
RGB digital video from the image sensor and the 40 line memories
used by the histograms, the entire algorithm requires only 19 line
memories for storing the target state and temporary variables. Regarding program memory usage, the current implementation of the
algorithm consists of 1362 instructions out the 2048 instructions of
program memory available in the IC3D/Xetal processor.
Figure 5 shows snapshots of the tracking results of our implementation of the parallel color-based particle filter in the WiCa cam-

frame 1

frame 300

cluster-based architecture [13] in which the cluster head is responsible for robustly estimating the 3D coordinates of the target and
automatically detecting and reinitializing cameras that lose track of
the target. Since our ultimate goal is to port this method to wireless
cameras, we are trying to achieve such collaboration while keeping
the interaction among cameras to the minimum necessary.
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